KNOWLEDGE YOU CAN’T GOOGLE

TEACHING PHILOSOPHY AT THE BUSINESS SCHOOL
SOME PEDAGOGICAL THESSES

1:
A BUSINESS SCHOOL MUST DO BE ABLE TO DO MORE FOR ITS STUDENTS THAN THEY COULD ACCOMPLISH IN A CORRESPONDING PERIOD OF ACTUAL BUSINESS EXPERIENCE

2:
THE REAL WORLD BEGINS IN THE CLASSROOM
THREE CORE COMPETENCES

• THE **INTERPRETIVE ABILITY** TO SEE VIVIDLY THE POTENTIAL MEANINGS AND RELATIONSHIPS OF FACTS

• THE CAPACITY TO MAKE **SOUND JUDGEMENTS** ON THE BASIS OF SUCH PERCEPTIONS

• THE **COMMUNICATIVE SKILLS** NEEDED TO CONVEY THESE JUDGMENTS TO OTHERS IN ORDER TO PRODUCE RESULTS IN A RESPONSIBLE MANNER
- Philosophical method and argumentation
- Ethics and responsibility
- Epistemology and Philosophy of Economics
- The philosophy of money
- “Managerial Challenges in Contemporary Work-Life”
- Philosophy of the Present: Human Capital